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Instructions to complete the EVC Course Level SLO Assessment Matrix 
Course: 
Each course offered should have one of these forms completed. If there are multiple sections of the same course, please collaborate with colleagues to identify the same assessment tool and complete one form for the course (representing all of the sections). For example, if 5 sections are offered of ACCTG 020, identify an assessment tool to utilize in all sections or sub-set of sections and complete one form summarizing the results. 
Student Learning Outcomes: 
Please type all the student learning outcomes that are on the ACCC Course Outline. If there are greater than 5 outcomes, fill out additional pages as needed. Not all the SLOs have to be assessed at one time; however, they need to be placed on an assessment timeline so that they will be assessed at least within a 6-year cycle for academic courses and 2-years for Career Technical Education Courses (based on program review requirements). If you currently have an assessment tool that measures all SLOs, it may also be utilized. 
Assessment Tool: 
Please list the assessment tool that will be used to measure a specific SLO or multiple SLOs. Be as specific as possible, i.e. Laboratory assignment vs. assignment. When possible, please attach a sample of the assignment or grading rubric. This should be a blank sample, not including any student information. 
It is necessary to only identify the assessment tool for the SLO that is currently being assessed. However, if other assessments are already identified and will be used to measure an SLO at an alternate time, it may also be listed. 
Evaluation Timeline: 
Please indicate when the SLO will be assessed. This indication needs to be noted for the current SLO(s) being assessed as well as when the remaining SLOs will be assessed. At a minimum, all SLOs need to be assessed within a 6-year cycle for academic courses and a 2-year cycle for Career Technical Education courses (based on program review requirements). 
Assessment Results: 
Please summarize the data they has been collected, including how the data was collected and the number or students reviewed. If the course has many sections, it may be determined to randomly select student work to review. Indicate themes noted in success of the SLO and identify any areas to improve learning. 
Analysis/Action Plan and Timeline: 
As a result of the data analysis, indicate changes to be made to instruction and/or the SLO. Identify when the changes will be made. 
Upon completion of the Course SLO Assessment Matrix, use the email link at the bottom of the document to send a copy to the SLO Coordinator. In the email, please `cc your division dean, any other faculty teaching the course and yourself. You can also print and save the document for your records.
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Course Level SLO and Assessment Matrix
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) 
As listed on EVC ACCC Course Outline 
"On completion of this course, the student will…"          
Assessment Tool 
List the tools to assess each SLO (such as rubrics, projects, assignment, survey, etc.)          
Evaluation 
Timeline 
When will the SLO be assessed?          
Assessment Results 
Summarize collected data including how data were collected and number of students.          
Analysis/Action Plan and Timeline 
What, if any, changes will be made  to instruction, or the SLO and when?
  * Modified from Bakersfield College;  Approved by SLO Sub-committee 3/9/12
SLO #1
One section of Math 073 was conduct to this SLO.Four problems embedded in the first test for different topics in this SLO (an equation of a plan, parametric equations of a line, dot product and cross product)_____________________________________________Three sections of Math 073 offered in Fall 2018, and two of them (sections 201 and 202) were conducted to assess this SLO.One problem embedded in the first test (Find the volume of a parallelepiped or the area of a triangle).
Spring 2018_______________________________Fall 2018 (reassessment)Fall 2017
Out of 48 students taking the first test, 30 students (about 63%) scored above 70%, a level of understanding considered acceptable.________________________________Fall 2018Out of 57 students from 2 sections taking this test, 49 of them (86%) answered either one of these question correctly.
This result is not as expected.  It definitely can be better.  The main problem is that students had a hard time working with 3 dimensional spaces.  We will continue our effort to improve the result of these topics by doing more problems in class in the future.We will revisit this SLO in Fall 2018._______________________________________We are pleased with this result and no lecture plan will be changed in the future.
SLO #2
Two sections of Math 073 offered in Fall 2017.  Only a section 201 was conducted to this SLOOne problem embedded in the second test (find the unit tangent, unit normal and the binomial vectors of the given curve at the point)_____________________________________________Three sections of Math 073 offered in Fall 2018, and two of them (sections 201 and 202) were conducted to assess this SLO.One problem embedded in the second test (arc length in one section, and motion in space in another section).
Fall 2017_______________________________Fall 2018 (reassessment)
Out of the 38 students who took the test, 23 students or about 61% of them, scored above 75%, a level of understanding considered acceptable.________________________________Out of 54 students taking the test from 2 sections, 37 of them (69%) answered this question correctly.
For this result, it is a little low, but it is acceptable since a problem involved trigonometry which many students are struggling with it.  We will discuss with other faculty to see whether there are better ways to enhance students' understanding, especially trigonometry.  We will continue our efforts to monitor students' performance in the future.Will revisit this SLO in Fall 2018.______________________________________The result for this SLO is definitely acceptable.  Students mostly knew how to set up the problem, but some failed to use algebra to solve the problem.Not much changing in lecture in the future except that we plan on doing more examples in class and/or assigning more homework problems of this type.  For future assessment, we plan to have all sections using one type of problem to assess one SLO for consistency.
SLO #3
Two section offered in Fall 2017, and both were conducted to this slo assessmentOne problem about finding the directional derivative of the function at a point in the direction along the given vector embedded in the test_____________________________________________Three sections of Math 073 offered in Fall 2018, and two of them (sections 201 and 202) were conducted to assess this SLO.The same type of question was asked for both section embedded in the second exam (evaluating a limit of a function if it exists or showing a limit does not exist using two-path rule)
Fall 2017______________________________Fall 2018 (reassessment)
Out of 79 students who took the test from 2 sections, 60 students (or 76%)  were able to accomplish over 75%.________________________________Out of 52 students taking the second exam, 38 of them (73%) earned 70% or better.
We satisfied with our coverage of the material for this SLO, since the result is high compared with our record in the past.  There is no change in the future.Will revisit this SLO in Fall 2018._______________________________________73% is a good percentage for success rate at this level.  One conceptual problem students had is that they chose only one path instead of two and thought that the limit was the answer for the entire problem.  It's a good result, but it can be better.  We plan on doing more examples in class or assigning more homework problems.
SLO #4
Two section offered in Fall 2017, and both were conducted to this slo assessmentOne problem embedded in the final examination where students had to find a maximum or minimum value in an applied problem.
Fall 2017Spring 2019 (reassessment)
Out of 78 students taking the final examination from both sections, 50 of them (64%) scored 75% or above.
The result for this particular SLO is a little low.  It was not unusual for this topic especially when they needed to use this concept to an applied problem.  We will carefully examine our teaching methods for this topic to see whether there are better ways to enhance students' understanding.  We will continue our efforts to monitor students' performance in the future.We will revisit this again in Spring 2019.
SLO #5
one question embedded in the final examination (Students were asked to evaluate the double integral.  They need to convert the integral into polar coordinates before it can be evaluated)A section 201 was conducted on this SLO assessment
Spring 2017 (2 sections offered)Spring 2019 (reassessment)
With two sections were offered in Spring 2017, only one section was conducted for this SLO assessment.  The other section was taught by an adjunct faculty who was confused the course assessment and the program assessment.Out of the 25 students who took the examination, 18 students or about 72% scored above 70%, a level of understanding considered acceptable.
We believe 72% acceptable rate is satisfactory for students at this level.We will contact the instructors in the future for the clarification of the SLO assessment and the PLO assessment.Next time for reassessment will be in Spring 2019.
SLO #6
one question embedded in the final exam (Students were asked to compute the line integral)A section 201 was conducted on this SLO assessment
Spring 2017 (2 sections offered)Spring 2019 (reassessment)
With two sections were offered in Spring 2017, only one section was conducted for this SLO assessment.  The other section was taught by an adjunct faculty who was confused the course assessment and the program assessment.Out of the 25 students who took the exam, 17 students, or about 68% of them, scored above 70%, a level of understanding considered acceptable.  
Though 68% was a little lower than 72%, we still consider the rate to be satisfactory.  We will continue our efforts to monitor students' performance in the future in this course.We will contact the instructors in the future for the clarification of the SLO assessment and the PLO assessment.Next time for reassessment will be in Spring 2019.
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